The star of every kitchen.
SILGRANIT™ PuraDur™ – the best made even better.

www.blanco-germany.com
Always a step ahead.

SILGRANIT™ PuraDur™.

Continually improving products is the BLANCO ethos, offering the very best in every market segment our claim. Constant research and focus on the requirements of the modern kitchen form the basis for the development of one of the best composite materials for kitchen sinks. The results can be seen, and above all felt: the best SILGRANIT™ PuraDur™ is the optimum balance between ease of care and durability, smoothness, and colours that combine perfectly with the rest of the kitchen. BLANCO sets international standards with SILGRANIT™ PuraDur™, and is the world market leader in this material category. Competence and technological expertise are complemented by extensive quality checks, a closely-linked service network and reliable deliveries.

Experience the best SILGRANIT™ PuraDur™ there has ever been.
BLANCO is continually developing the composition of SILGRANIT™ PuraDur™. And it’s worth it: the roughness is reduced to the ideal level, resulting in the perfect surface that dirt finds almost impossible to cling to. This has a lot to do with ease of care, but also with hygiene.

SILGRANIT™ PuraDur™ provides safety you really can rely on: the unique patented hygiene protection formula Hygiene+Plus by BLANCO offers effective protection against dirt and bacteria. Tests confirm that the built-in hygiene protection reduces the growth of bacteria by up to 98%. An achievement that further boosts the all-encompassing competence demonstrated by the kitchen specialist as an expert in well-being and food safety in the kitchen.

BLANCO also has the ease of cleaning confirmed by the neutral Forschungsinstitut für Anorganische Werkstoffe Glass/ Keramik GmbH (FGK) in Höhr-Grenzhausen (the Research Institute for Inorganic Materials Glass/Ceramic). SILGRANIT™ PuraDur™ achieves excellent results.

Never before has a sink centre been so easy to clean.

**Blanco ZENAR XL 6 S-F, SILGRANIT™ PuraDur™, white**

--

So all that remains of your enjoyment is a happy memory.

Looking after things can be so easy.

Lasting impression – not even heavily staining foods such as fruit marks the material.

Easy work – SILGRANIT™ PuraDur™ is clean in moments.

A safe thing – hygiene is child’s play thanks to Hygiene+Plus.

Stays always neutral – SILGRANIT™ PuraDur™ is 100% food safe.
Mastering tomorrow’s challenges today.
BLANCO SILGRANIT™ PuraDur™.

SILGRANIT™ PuraDur™ can cope with any of the challenges presented by modern daily life in the kitchen. Strict quality tests see to that. Since it was first introduced in 2004, its mechanical, thermal and chemical resistance has consistently been improved. Safety that kitchen specialists can build on to enthuse customers and ultimately secure their business success.

Scratch- and impact proof, acid-proof and heat-resistant to 280 °C. Its extremely high resistance sets the benchmark on the market. By buying SILGRANIT™ PuraDur™, the customer is acquiring years of pleasure in a high-quality product, and the kitchen specialist lives up to his particular claim and is seen as a competent provider of lasting comfort.

Even aggressive acids in foods and detergents will not harm the surface. And to make sure everything is seen in its best light for many years to come, SILGRANIT™ PuraDur™ sinks are solid-dyed and therefore extremely colour stable, even to UV light.

Sink: BLANCO ZENAR S S, SILGRANIT™ PuraDur™, pearl grey
Mixer tap: BLANCO FELISA S, SILGRANIT™-Look pearl grey

SILGRANIT™ PuraDur™ scores well. The scratchproof material can also cope with sharp kitchen tools.

Even heavily staining or acidic foods and harsh detergents will not affect the material.

Hot cooking utensils, saucepans and pans leave the material cold – all the way to 280 °C.

Shining example: SILGRANIT™ PuraDur™ is resistant against UV light and keeps its brilliant colours.
The eye anticipates what a gentle touch with the hand confirms. SILGRANIT™ PuraDur™ offers a unique, tangible experience – on the highest aesthetic level. In SILGRANIT™ PuraDur™, BLANCO offers a granite composite material that provides pleasure at every touch. Gentle, almost frictionless, yet natural and with a perceptible stone character.

SILGRANIT™ PuraDur™ fulfils the expectations of many customers with regard to material character, aesthetics and comfort. This exceptional material provides the specialist with plenty of arguments for convincing a broad, discerning audience.

The further optimisation of tool and manufacturing technology has resulted in a finely-pored, closed surface and the perfect symbiosis between naturally stony and smooth. This has been confirmed in haptics tests by the renowned independent FRAUNHOFER UMSICHT in Oberhausen in Germany.

This touching feeling can be experienced every day anew, and enriches our activities in the kitchen.

Sink: BLANCO ZENAR XL 6 S-F, SILGRANIT™ PuraDur™, white
Pearl grey – a colour that is like one of nature’s treasures. Colouring that touches us deeply and goes deeper. SILGRANIT™ PuraDur™ is solid dyed.

Nine CombiColours optically create the perfect base for the individual and harmonious integration of SILGRANIT™ PuraDur™ in the kitchen. The unsurpassed strength of the colour palette lies in its perfect matches with lots of worktop decors. The timeless shades ranging from anthracite to white and the earthy hues have been specially composed so that they integrate perfectly – in any colour concept.

This makes kitchen planning and range planning much easier. And kitchen experts can be sure: fascinating results are achieved with SILGRANIT™ PuraDur™ in any colour variation, and will delight the customer.

Whether tone in tone or full of contrasts for special accents, even highly individual colour matches will be a complete success thanks to SILGRANIT™ PuraDur™ CombiColours.

Whether tone in tone or full of contrasts for special accents, even highly individual colour matches will be a complete success thanks to SILGRANIT™ PuraDur™ CombiColours.

Space for individual taste.
Sink centres for perfect kitchen worlds.